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Attending “Managing Public Relations & Awareness Campaigns” at Indian Institute of 

Management, Kozhikode was during 28-31 August 2019 was indeed a great experience. The 

programme was well planned and well executed. It could improve my skill set and update my 

knowledge about the industry. 

 

The first topic discussed was 'Reputation, Brand and Communication Mix which was dealt by 

Prof.KeyoorPurani. Post lunch   

'Campaign Planning' was also dealt by Prof.KeyoorPurani. The discussion was fruitful that it 

could bring in an insight on the need of Brand identity and what all should be kept in mind 

while branding a product or service or an organisation as a whole. The positioning strategy and 

marketing strategy of a product or service was also dealt in detail. The examples shared during 

the class could add more insight and helped get a clear understanding of the topic. The example 

of the campaign of WHO on promoting and increasing the correct use of ORS was dealt in the 

second session of the day.  

 

On the second day, 'Being Camera Ready' was the topic dealt. The session was run by 

Prof.DeepaSethi and post lunch, 'Impressive Writing' was dealt was Prof.DeepaSethi. It was a 

practical session in which every candidate was made to talk for a few minutes and a detailed 

analysis was given on everyone's presentation skills and also how it could be improved. And 

post lunch, it was an  activity oriented lecture on impressive writing and we were divided into 



different groups for the work. We were asked to make a poster inculcating the points discussed 

in the class. 

 

The third day the topic dealt was 'Campaign Planning' by Prof.KeyoorPurani. And post lunch, 

the lecture was dealt on the topic 'Non-Traditional & Digital PR' by Prof.KeyoorPurani himself. 

The various stages of campaign planning, the right use of communication tools,  choice criteria 

of elements of communication mix etc were dealt in the class. It was understood that the 

campaign focusing on the communication objectives could bring in the desired results. The 

campaign planning and execution of the polio campaign was discussed as the example. The 

various processes of the polio campaign and the videos of the campaign was discussed in the 

class.That made the campaign planning even more clear. 

 

 

On the fourth day, the topic discussed was 'Corporate Social Responsibility' by  

Prof.Venkataraman S. The background and context,  responsible business in today's context, 

triple bottom line (Planet, people, profit), CSR Law in India, CSR and Kudumbashree were 

discussed during the class. The class was indeed a good one that showered light on how 

Kudumbashree can make use of the CSR funds  of other corporates for the welfare of the poor 

in the state.  Post lunch, the topic dealt was 'Website and Digital Communications', which was 

dealt by Prof. Mohammed Shahid Abdulla.  It was absolutely an interactive session which was 

worthy enough to improve our knowledge that, the ideas that we can make use in digital 

communications was dealt. 



 

The experience that we got from Indian Institute of Management, Kozhikode was really great.  

We could understand the managerial aspects that should be kept in mind while planning 

campaigns and managing public relations. The opportunity that we got was indeed a greater 

one and i am looking forward to put my skill set and improved knowledge for the prosperity of 

our organisation.  

 

 


